Fidelity ClearPath® Portfolios:
Updates announcement
We have some updates to share with you!
At Fidelity, we are passionate about people being able to live the life
they want in retirement, and are committed to helping you achieve your
long-term financial goals. Fidelity’s experienced portfolio management
team is focused on keeping your investment mix in line with saving for
retirement through disciplined, ongoing monitoring and appropriate
asset class diversification. Consistent with our investment process, we are
making updates to the Fidelity ClearPath Retirement Portfolios.
What are the updates?
■■

We are modifying the glide path for investors nearing and in retirement to bring more
diversification and resiliency to the portfolio during those crucial time periods, including the
addition of real return bonds and a small decrease to the equity weighting.
–– Real return bonds will be introduced into the strategic allocation approximately ten years
before retirement, and will rise to 5% of assets by the date of retirement and to 10% by ten
years into retirement
–– As a result of this increased diversification, the equity allocation ten years prior to retirement
will decrease, reaching 49% of assets at the date of retirement, compared to 56% previously.
The equity allocation will continue to decrease until it reaches the current allocation of 21% in
the Income Portfolio

Why are the changes being made?
■■

Over the last several years, markets have continued to experience an extended period of
strong returns and low volatility across most asset classes. Interest rates and bond yields have
remained low by historical standards, and inflationary pressures have remained benign. Our
forecasts lead us to expect that market volatility will return to higher levels than have been seen
recently. We expect that global equity investments will continue to outperform fixed-income
investments over long-term periods, while the importance of diversification will become more
prominent over shorter term periods and for investors with shorter time horizons.
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For more information, contact your financial advisor or visit fidelity.ca
40%

Read a fund’s prospectus and consult your financial advisor before investing. Mutual funds are not guaranteed; their values change
20% and past performance may not be repeated. Investors will pay management fees and expenses, may pay commissions or trailing
frequently
commissions and may experience a gain or loss.
Certain statements in this commentary may contain forward-looking statements (“FLS”) that are predictive in nature and may include words
such as “expects,” “anticipates,” “intends,” “plans,” “believes,” “estimates” and similar forward-looking expressions or negative versions
thereof. FLS are based on current expectations and projections about future general economic, political and relevant market factors, such
as interest, and assuming no changes to applicable tax or other laws or government regulation. Expectations and projections about future
events are inherently subject to, among other things, risks and uncertainties, some of which may be unforeseeable and, accordingly, may
prove to be incorrect at a future date. FLS are not guarantees of future performance, and actual events could differ materially from those
expressed or implied in any FLS. A number of important factors can contribute to these digressions, including, but not limited to, general
economic, political and market factors in North America and internationally, interest and foreign exchange rates, global equity and capital
markets, business competition and catastrophic events. You should avoid placing any undue reliance on FLS. Further, there is no specific
intention of updating any FLS, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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